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Abstract

Chest X-ray radiology majorly focuses on dis-
eases like consolidation, pneumothorax, pleural
effusion, lung collapse, etc., causing breath-
ing and circulation problems. A tendency to
share such problems in the forums for an an-
swer without revealing personal demographics
is also very common. However, we have ob-
served more visitors than authors, which leads
to a very poor average reply per discussion
(3 to 12 only), and also many left with no or
late replies in the forums. To alleviate the pro-
cess, and ease of acquiring the best replies from
multiple discussions, we propose a supervised
learning framework by automatic scrapping
and annotation of breathing problem-related
group discussions from the patient.info1forum
and determine the associated sentiment of the
most voted respondent post using Bi-LSTM.
We assume the most voted reply is the most
factual and experienced. We mainly scrapped
and determined the sentiment of bronchiectasis,
asthma, pneumonia, and respiratory disease-
related posts. After filtering and augmentation,
a total of 1,748 posts were used for training
our Stacked Bi-LSTM model and achieved an
overall accuracy of 90%.

1 Introduction

Opinionated feedback (Mäntylä et al., 2018) specif-
ically in medical interactions has the remarkable
capability to affect public sentiments towards better
healthcare. People use medical forums or medical
blogs to easily access health-related information
and to get mental support from people in similar sit-
uations. It also fascinates the practitioners, medical
experts, and medical representatives for their bet-
ter personal, societal, and business enhancements
(Chen, 2013). The Original Poster (OP) posts with
confusion, stress, or anxiety; then, the sentiment
changes by the replies of the Respondent Posters
(RP) and ultimately stops. The sentiment expressed

1https://patient.info/forums

has two major predictors: time and author and
different aspects of them (van Uden-Kraan et al.,
2008).
These long illustrated online honest confessions
with detailed briefing are better than in-person con-
versations (Davcheva et al., 2019) and create Com-
putational Health Mines (Bobicev and Sokolova,
2018). This facilitates the intervention of the min-
ing experts (Mansingh et al., 2009), who can help
in greatly reducing healthcare costs, by more than
$300 per year (Pramanik et al., 2020). The gov-
ernment initiatives are also evident regarding the
sharing of information among patients (Wang et al.,
2019), opinion against vaccination (D’Andrea et al.,
2019), adhering to agency-level complaints (Bas-
tani et al., 2019) etc. Close to 47% of the online
users (Yadav et al., 2018a) looking for mainly three
types of support from these Online Health Com-
munities (OHC). These are support by information,
support by emotion, and support by companionship
(Balakrishnan et al., 2021). But, quality assess-
ments to improve the Quality of Life (QoL) of these
supports, is difficult due to the contributions from
diversified knowledge retainers (Kamalov et al.,
2017). Also, facts and experience can play a piv-
otal role in such cases (Carrillo-de Albornoz et al.,
2019).
These posts not only help in interacting with the
most influencing participants known as Opinion
Leaders (Bamakan et al., 2019), but also allow to
form of small groups with the same opinion, called
Echo Chambers (Cinelli et al., 2021). The basic
category of sentiments, experience, facts, and opin-
ions associated with this unstructured and noisy in-
formation differs by the use of functional keywords
(Ali et al., 2013) and behavioral patterns (Balaji
et al., 2021). This requires intelligent question-
naires (Opitz et al., 2014) and careful intervention
of medical lexicons(Su and Peng, 2012), to allevi-
ate the time and processing complexity.
Instead of having potential scopes in applica-
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tions like consumer satisfaction, relation extraction,
change of role, regular and comparative opinions
detection, and opinion polarization, there exist mul-
tiple challenges in maintaining and controlling the
posts, engaging more authors than visitors, delay
in reply, ability to inherit the conceptions and post-
completion feedback(Davazdahemami and Delen,
2019; Sokolova and Bobicev, 2013; Liu, 2012; van
Uden-Kraan et al., 2008).
We have closely observed the structure of the forum
and found that under the section "Condition and
Medicine Categories", there are a total of 30 cat-
egories. We have chosen the category "Chest and
Lungs". There are a total of 11,754 members and
64,125 posts in 15 groups (as of 07.11.2023). Each
of these groups is associated with some discussions,
distributed over multiple pages. Each discussion
is associated with a discussion title, original post,
and replies, and by default sorted by oldest.
The original post mostly bears negative sentiments
like depression, fear, anxiety, sorrow, helplessness,
frustration, etc. An OP expects a most-voted com-
ment to be of a person who has recovered from a
similar situation in a guided way. Thus, a positive
comment must be associated with self-experience
and suggestions from an RP. But, OP may ignore
a comment, sharing mere sympathy or a comment
from a person yet to recover. Thus, for each post
statement (P) by the Original Poster (OP), satisfy-
ing the minimum number of replies, we have to
automatically fetch the maximum voted comment
(Q) and determine the opinion expressed in Q as
positive, negative, or neutral based on information
support, self-experience, and emotional support.
We have contributed to this paper in the following
ways: 1) Filter-based automatic scrapping of posts
to consider posts with maximum votes only. 2)
Annotating based on three key components, self-
experience, suggestion, and disease recovery. 3)
Stacked BiLSTM model for opinion classification.

2 Related Work

The landscape of opinions associated with health
(physical or mental), medicine (good or bad), treat-
ment (working or not), and medication (effective
or not) encourages verse range of initiatives.
Automated System Generation. An automated
medical assistant can help in the constant analysis,
monitoring, and recommendation against patient
emotions and sentiments thus reducing human ef-
forts and time. The Semantic Knowledge-Based

Graph Network (Sem-KGN), a textual entailment
approach with domain knowledge and entity rela-
tion extraction was used for automated question
answering achieved 56.17% accuracy better than
BioBERT (Yadav et al., 2020). A sentiment-aware
recommendation system developed by (Aipe et al.,
2019) with a CNN-LSTM-CNN-based ensemble
model for suggestive treatment reported to improve
the baseline by 9.13%. An automated scrapping
system was implemented by (Baskaran and Ra-
manujam, 2018) with a well-studied structure and
representation of the posts in the medical forum
achieved 100% accuracy.

Surgery and Treatment. The sentiment as-
sociated with pre and post-quality of the socio-
personal life of the patient is a major concern for
surgery and treatment. A sentence-level feature-
based learning (Ali et al., 2013), applying medical
questionnaires about the endurance (Opitz et al.,
2014), determining the narrative differences (Bal-
akrishnan et al., 2021), or thematic analysis (Sinha
et al., 2018) found to be useful techniques for such
opinion detection. Feature-based approach with
SVM classifier reaches 64.2% for opinionated and
non-opinionated posts and sentiment embedding
approach gives 91.9% accuracy for patient emo-
tion.
Topic Modelling. Automatic detection of emergent
themes of sharing experience and advice, or feel-
ing motivational from the forum post can be done
using question-answering (Buchanan and Coulson,
2007), “Social Support Behaviour Code”, (Perrone
et al., 2015), Unique coding categories similar to
content retrieval from online support groups for
the mentally challenged developed by Perron (van
Uden-Kraan et al., 2008) (Chen, 2012) etc. The
result reveals sharing personal experiences (30%-
71%) was the most common followed by providing
information (26%-70%) and support (23%-40%).
Drug Reviews. The impact analysis on the market
of an operational drug is of utmost importance for a
quality healthcare ecosystem. Attempts are made to
determine the output of such reviews for a medical
condition and medication either separately (Yadav
et al., 2018a) or in a multitasking environment (Ya-
dav et al., 2018b). Sentiments like exists, recovery,
and deteriorates are used for medical conditions
and effective, ineffective, and serious adverse ef-
fects are for medications. An improvement was
also witnessed by introducing medical context (Ya-
dav et al., 2018c). Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR)
was observed to be identified with an accuracy of



59.74 % and 77.33%. A hybrid approach of lexi-
con and learning-based was adopted, reflecting a
significant accuracy of 96%. (Saad et al., 2021)
Emotion Classification. Emotions associated with
the posts also cover a diversified range of "basic"
emotions like joy, sadness, anger, encouragement,
gratitude, etc. In the pursuit of capturing, a 6-
class (encouragement, facts, confusion, gratitude,
facts +encouragement, and uncertain) classification
was proposed by (Bobicev and Sokolova, 2014).
They used a newly created lexicon (HealthAffect)
and two learning algorithms NB and KNN, and
achieved an F-1 score of 51.8%. The ontology
category-based approach (Bobicev and Sokolova,
2018) achieved 80% and above accuracy score
for each category (eg: Intakes 95.9%, confusion
94.2%, symptoms 88.4%, etc.). An approach for
categorization of different active users and six(6)
sentiment classes was also done to realize the accu-
racy of 45% (Sokolova and Bobicev, 2015).

3 Proposed Methodology

3.1 The Problem Statistics

As per Table 1, we found the members as mostly
visitors for each 15 groups. For eg. the group "Res-
piratory Symptoms and Disorder" has a total of 711
discussions with 5,031 replies leading to an aver-
age reply per discussion of 7.07, instead of having
1,739 members. This necessitates an automated
approach for filter-based scraping method to con-
sider a discussion with the highest vote, and then
analyze the sentiments.

3.2 Problem Statement

To generalize the conception, we can consider
Group G (eg. "Asthma") as a collection of some
topics of discussion, {TD1, TD2,..., TDK}. Each
TDi is associated with some number of replies
(NRi). For a topic of discussion TDi if its NRi>=
T, where T is the minimum reply criteria, we need
to consider the TDi for further processing. Now
assuming, TDi={R1,R2,...Rp}, Ri is the i-th reply
and p>=T, each Ri is associated with some number
of votes NVi. We need to next find the Rj, where
Rj= Reply{Vj=max{NV1,NV2,..,NVp}}. We need
to then process this Rj and determine its sentiment.
We have considered Q as positive if it contains both
self-experience and support information, optionally
with emotional support. Q is neutral if either sup-
port information or self-experience exists but not
both. The negative label is used if only accom-

Disease Avg.Reply Members
Asthma 5.72 744
Breast Pain 3.64 982
Bronchiectasis 10.63 684
Chest Pain 4.36 1,295
COPD 11.44 1,537
COVID-19 11.66 570
Costochondritis 9.99 875
Fungal 8.44 975
Pneumothorax 7.72 231
Pulmonary Embolism 8.44 479
Pulmonary Fibrosis 8.45 335
Respiratory Symptoms 7.07 1,739
Sarcoidosis 12.94 447
Smoking 6.00 340
Steroids 8.45 521

Table 1: Avg. reply per discussion statistics for "Lungs
and Chest" category

panied by emotional support but no information
or experience, and also the RP is uncertain about
the outcome because himself under treatment. The
data annotation scheme is described in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Data Annotation Scheme with reasoning

Input: URL of a Group G
Output: A CSV file containing 1. Original Post
(P) with T>=2, 2. Maximum voted Respondent
Post (Q), 3. Sentiment expressed in Q as positive,
negative, or neutral.

3.3 Dataset Description
We have initially fetched (a total of 1,774) all
the discussions, from the four discussion groups
Asthma, Bronchiectasis, Pneumothorax, and Res-
piratory for filtering. The maximum voted replies
(a total of 874) were then filtered and no-reply dis-
cussions were eliminated. The disease-wise dataset



Disease Group A B C
Asthma 294 216 432
Bronchiectasis 656 292 584
Pneumothorax 118 85 170
Respiratory 706 281 562
Total 1,774 874 1748

Table 2: Disease-wise Data in use [A=Total Discussion,
B= Total Filtered Discussion, C= Total Augmented Dis-
cussion]

Disease Class A B
Positive 307 614
Neutral 448 896
Negative 119 238
Total 874 1748

Table 3: Class Distribution [A= Before Augmentation,
B= After Augmentation]

statistics and their class distribution along with aug-
mentation are reflected in Table 2 and Table 3 re-
spectively.

3.4 Methodology

Our methodology can be simplified using the fol-
lowing steps. Step 1: Identification of the URL and
class structure of the specific group (Eg. Asthma)
and page elements (Eg. Discussion Titles, Com-
ments, no.of pages, etc.). Step 2: Iterate each page
(containing some number of discussions) of the
group until no next page is available. For each page
for each discussion, we have fetched the discussion
title, discussion page link, and no. of comments in
a .csv file. Step 3: After generating all such group-
wise .csv files, for each such file, for each link, we
have fetched the statement and comments only if
no.of comments is more than two (T>=2). Step
4: For each such link satisfying the criteria, we
performed the pre-processing and augmentations
followed by deploying the BiLSTM model.

3.5 Implementation Specifications

To help in implementing the methodology, we have
used the following specifications.
Step 1: The Puppeteer JS framework was con-
sidered for the automation purpose and a node.js
backend was used to serve the automation logic. A
new window was opened with a specific url using
the puppeteer.launch() command.
Step 2: Then the entire XHTML data was being
parsed line-wise, to find the required content. First,

we needed to find the div.className associated
with the cookies agreement button. If present, we
initiate a button.click() event to handle the change
and proceed with the rest of the work. After the
entire Document was loaded in the browser, we
counted the total number of pages available for
that particular group (G),using the submit.reply-
pagination tag. Then we iterate over each page and
find the post title, href link associated with each
thread, and their corresponding reply count for that
particular thread using the cardb__block div ele-
ment. The cardb__block was evaluated using getAt-
tribute method for the ’href’ value and textContent.
This href URL, number of comments, and post
title was further stored in a <DiseaseGroup>.csv
file. After completion of each page, the "Next" but-
ton span.className was found and a button.click()
event was triggered. This process continues until
no Next Page button is available.
Step 3: For each such <DiseaseGroup>.csv cre-
ated for a particular disease-group data, all the
discussion page links were read, and for each
link a new window was opened with maximum
voted reply as a query parameter. Using the
.h1.post__title tag query selector, we scraped out
the entire thread title, thread post content us-
ing .input.moderation-conent tag and comment
for each post using similar .input.moderation-
conent inside of .post__content.break-word tag.
After storing the data using an array, the ar-
ray was written back to another csv file using a
csvWriter.writeRecords() module.
Step 4: The experiments were done on a 3-
layer Stacked Bi-LSTM network. The embedding
dimensions used are input_dim as 10,000, and
output_dim fixed as 100, along with pre-trained
weights like Gensim. The input_length parameter
referred to the maximum length of text sequences
used as input. Each of the 3-layer Bi-LSTM lay-
ers consists of 128 units, with an interfacing 60%
dropout layer added for regularisation to prevent
over-fitting. In the end, a dense Layer was used
as the output layer for all classification tasks with
a softmax activation on 3-classes of data. Finally,
the model was compiled using Categorical Cross-
entropy Loss for multi-class classification. Adam
optimizer was used as the optimization technique.
The model was trained for 100 epochs, with a learn-
ing rate of 0.0001. Early Stopping and Model
Checkpoints were also used as callback functions.



Figure 2: Criteria Based Data Scrapping Sample

4 System and Result Analysis

4.1 System Architecture

The trained Bi-LSTM model was deployed further
using a service called Gradio for the interface part
and HuggingFace spaces was used for deployment
backend runtime.The Gradio Interface serverd as
a frontend, where the user would be providing the
link of the disease group (G) they want to evaluate
the posts for. Once the link is submitted, the Gradio
Frontend sends the link to a node backend server
via an POST API request, which is captured by the
service. Further processing of the link is handled
by the node server. Once all the statements (P) &
most voted comments (Q) are collected, the entire
information is sent back to the gradio frontend as a
json object. This json object is then parsed by the
Bi-LSTM model and corresponding output labels
are appended to each entry. After processing all
the entries, the resultant csv is provided to the user
for download and end use.

Figure 3: Output class verification for Asthma

4.2 Results

Figure 4: Classification Report

The generated output CSV file is manually veri-
fied for three cases. Case 1: Fig 2 depicts a sample
from "Asthma" and corresponding manual verifica-
tion confirms the 100% accuracy of fetching target
discussions with minimum replies and associated
most voted comments. Case 2: Fig 3 represents a
sample class label verification of the most voted
comment for "Asthma". Case 3: Fig 4 represents
verification of the performance of the classification
model and witnessed an overall accuracy of 90%.
While dealing with NLP tasks on textual data, a
True Positive (TP) outcome is highly important,
since several decisions in the medical domain is
highly sensitive to information. The confusion ma-
trix in Fig. 5 shows an overview of training samples
being classified into multiple classes. From the fig-
ure, it is evident that most of the data is classified
in the correct classes, enhancing the Accuracy. Fur-
thermore, with the increase in epochs, the training
and validation accuracy also increased as in Fig. 7.
It is also observed that the loss vs accuracy curve
in Fig. 6 indicates improvement of the model with
epochs.

5 Conclusion

Using this automated system we can successfully
scrape, and determine the sentiment of the max-
imum voted reply against a discussion with sat-
isfactory accuracy in minimum system require-



Figure 5: Opinion Confusion Matrix

Figure 6: Training Accuracy vs Training Loss

ments. Since a reply post can be made either di-
rectly against the original post or reply to another
respondent, it will help both the OP and others (vis-
itors and members) to automatically track the most
agreed-upon comment and its opinion.

Limitations

Complete automation for all the groups of all the
categories is yet to be implemented. An error analy-
sis of nested structuring of the replies during target
comment selection needs to be verified. Also, a
complete GUI with user query-based filtering for
scrapping can be added. The filtered data set was
found to be very small for more accurate predic-
tions.

Ethics Statement

We perform our experiments on a dataset created by
automatic scrapping and annotating. If any training
examples are associated with some slurs, abuses,

Figure 7: Training Accuracy vs Validation Accuracy

and other derogatory terms, it was considered as
public opinion only. We urge the forum community
to use our application and we are fully committed
to providing a more scalable user-friendly complete
GUI-based application in the future.
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const puppeteer = require("puppeteer"); 

const ObjectsToCsv = require("objects-to-csv"); 

let browser; 

 

const csv = require("csv-parser"); 

const fs = require("fs"); 

let results = []; 

const createCsvWriter = require("csv-writer").createObjectCsvWriter; 

 

exports.collectGroupLinks = async ({link}) => { 

  browser = await puppeteer.launch({ headless: false }); // default is true 

 

  const page = await browser.newPage(); 

 

  // Navigate to the website 

  await page.goto(`${link}`); 

    // "https://patient.info/forums/discuss/browse/respiratory-symptoms-and-disorders-2014" 

//   ); 

 

  const buttonExists = await page.evaluate(() => { 

    const button = document.querySelector(".css-11i4sx8"); 

    return button !== null; 

  }); 

 

  console.log(`Button exists: ${buttonExists}`); 

 

  await page.click(".css-11i4sx8"); 

 

  const selectTags = await page.$$(".submit.reply-pagination"); 

 

  let totalOptionCount = 0; 

  for (let i = 0; i < selectTags.length; i++) { 

    const optionTags = await selectTags[i].$$("option"); 

    totalOptionCount += optionTags.length; 

  } 

 

  console.log(`Total number of page tags: ${totalOptionCount}`); 

  var d = []; 

  for (let k = 0; k < totalOptionCount; k++) { 

    // page count 

    const elementExists = await page.evaluate(() => { 

      return !!document.querySelector(".cardb__block"); 

    }); 

 

    if (elementExists) { 

      const elements = await page.$$(".cardb__block"); 

      console.log( 

        "Found", 



        elements.length, 

        'elements with class "cardb__block": Page ', 

        k + 1 

      ); 

 

      for (let i = 0; i < elements.length; i++) { 

        //card block count 

        const title = await elements[i].$eval( 

          "h3.post__title", 

          (div) => div.textContent 

        ); 

        const hrefValue = await elements[i].$eval("h3.post__title a", (a) => 

          a.getAttribute("href") 

        ); 

        const actions = await elements[i].$$("div.actions"); 

        const secondActions = actions[1]; 

        const content = await secondActions.$eval( 

          "span", 

          (span) => span.textContent 

        ); 

        const data = { 

          problem: title, 

          link: hrefValue, 

          comments: content, 

        }; 

        d.push(data); 

      } 

 

      const nav_btn = await page.$$(".link__text"); 

      if (nav_btn) { 

        const [nextSpan] = await page.$x("//span[contains(text(), 'Next')]"); 

        if (nextSpan) { 

          await nextSpan.click(); 

 

          console.log("clicked"); 

        } else break; 

        await page.waitForNavigation(); 

      } 

    } else { 

      console.log('Element with class "cardb__block" does not exist'); 

    } 

  } 

 

  const csv = new ObjectsToCsv(d); 

  await csv.toDisk("./groupLinks.csv"); 

  console.log("Exported"); 

  // Close the browser 

  await browser.close(); 

}; 



 

exports.collectLinkData = async () => { 

  const csvWriter = createCsvWriter({ 

    path: "group_findings_with_results_most_voted.csv", 

    header: [ 

      { id: "#", title: "#" }, 

      { id: "link", title: "Link" }, 

      { id: "noOfCom", title: "noOfCom" }, 

      { id: "title", title: "Title" }, 

      { id: "statement", title: "Statement" }, 

      { id: "comments", title: "Comments" }, 

      { id: "upvotes", title: "Upvotes" }, 

    ], 

  }); 

 

  fs.createReadStream("groupLinks.csv") 

    .pipe(csv()) 

    .on("data", (data) => results.push(data)) 

    .on("end", async () => { 

      console.log("Imported"); 

      console.log(results.length + " items found"); 

      var d = []; 

      for (let i = 0; i < results.length; i++) { 

        if (results[i].comments > 1) { 

          const browser = await puppeteer.launch({ headless: false }); // default is true 

          const page = await browser.newPage(); 

 

          await page.goto( 

            "https://patient.info" + 

              results[i].link + 

              "?order=mostvotes#topic-replies", 

            { waitUntil: "domcontentloaded" } 

          ); 

 

          const buttonExists = await page.evaluate(() => { 

            const button = document.querySelector(".css-11i4sx8"); 

 

            return button !== null; 

          }); 

          if (buttonExists) { 

            console.log(`Button exists: ${buttonExists}`); 

 

            page.click(".css-11i4sx8"); 

          } 

          const text = await page.evaluate(() => { 

            const h1 = document.querySelector("h1.u-h1.post__title"); 

            return h1?.innerText; 

          }); 

          const upvotes = await page.evaluate(() => { 



            const span = document.querySelector("span.post__count"); 

            return span?.innerText; 

          }); 

          const value = await page?.$eval( 

            "input.moderation-conent", 

            (input) => input?.value 

          ); // Post of Original Poster 

 

          const elementValue = await page.evaluate(() => { 

            const parentDiv = document.querySelector( 

              ".post__content.break-word" 

            ); 

            const inputField = parentDiv.querySelector( 

              "input.moderation-conent" 

            ); 

            return inputField?.value; 

          }); 

 

          const data = [ 

            { 

              "#": i + 1, 

              link: results[i].link, 

              noOfCom: results[i].comments, 

              title: text, 

              statement: value, 

              comments: elementValue, 

              upvotes: upvotes, 

            }, 

          ]; 

 

          await csvWriter 

            .writeRecords(data) 

            .then(() => console.log("CSV file updated successfully")) 

            .catch((err) => console.error(err)); 

 

          console.log("done"); 

          await browser.close(); 

        } 

      } 

    }); 

}; 

 

 

const { collectGroupLinks, collectLinkData } = require("./collectData") 

 

exports.startCollection = async(req,res)=>{ 

    const {link} = req.body 

   await collectGroupLinks({link}) 

   await collectLinkData() 



   res.send({code:200,msg:"Complete"}) 

} 

 

const express = require("express"); 

const { startCollection } = require("../controllers/startCollect"); 

const dataRouter = express.Router(); 

 

dataRouter.post("/collect-from-url", startCollection); 

 

module.exports = dataRouter; 

 

const express = require('express') 

const cors = require('cors') 

const { readdirSync } = require("fs"); 

const dotenv = require('dotenv').config(); 

const path = require("path") 

const app = express(); 

app.use(express.json()); 

 

app.use(cors({ origin: true })); 

app.use(function (req, res, next) { 

    res.header("Access-Control-Allow-Origin", "*"); 

    res.header("Access-Control-Allow-Headers", "Origin, X-Requested-With, Content-Type, Accept"); 

    next(); 

}); 

 

 

app.use("/", require("./routes/collectData")) 

app.listen(5001, () => { 

    console.log(`server is running on port 5001..`); 

}); 
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